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1. Introduction 
In the present paper we use the notation and the results of the preceding 
paper [9] without explicit mention. We construct here explicitly the 
Bohr compactification of a topological group G using the notion of non- 
arohimedian uniform structures due to MONNA [8]. This enables us to 
give an alternative approach (cf. ALFSEN and HOLM [l]) to the theory 
of non-archimedian valued a.p. functions on G. We also give yet another 
approach involving the construction of a compact group associated to 
each a.p. function (cf. VAN KAMPEN [ll], WEIL [12]). 
2. Non-archimedian uniform structures 
A uniform structure is said to be non-archimedian ([S], p. 480) if it 
has a (non-archimedian) base % such that for U E @?, U o U C U (o standing 
for the relational product). A uniform structure on G is compatible with 
the group structure ([l], pp. 127, 129) if and only if it possesses a symmetric 
invariant base. 
The ore m 2.1. A uniform structure U on G is non-archimedian and 
compatible with the group structure if and only if there exists, for the topology 
defined by U, a neighbourhood base % at the identity of G, consisting of 
normal subgroups of G. 
Proof. From the uniform continuity of (x, y) -+ xy, it can be deduced 
that U admits an invariant base of surroundings ([l], p. 129). Consequently 
U = l&= U, where 221 and U, denote the left and right uniform structures 
of G ([Z], p. 31, ex. 1). Since U is also non-archimedian, it has a symmetric, 
invariant and non-archimedian base !8. The family IIE = {U[e]}, U E 58, 
forms a neighbourhood base at the identity e of G consisting of normal 
subgroups. 
Conversely, if % is a base (for the topology defined by 11) at the identity 
of G, where every N E ‘8 is a normal subgroup, then it is well known 
that %=(UN}, UN=[(X, y)[x-iy EN], N E %, is a base for the uniform 
structure U on G. It is clear that this base is a symmetric, invariant, non- 
archimedian base and U is therefore compatible with the group structure. 
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Corollary 2.2. G is totally-bounded with respect to a given compatible 
non-archimedian uniform structure on it if and only if the topology given 
by U has a neighbourhood base 9’2 at the identity consisting of normal sub- 
groups of finite index. 
Proposition 2.3. Let ll be a totally-bounded non-archimedian uniform 
structure on G compatible with the group structure. Then the Hawsdorfl 
completion s of G is a compact totally-disconnected topological group. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.2, it follows that G has a neighbourhood 
base 92 consisting of normal subgroups of finite index. Hence n N, = N 
NaE?X 
is a normal subgroup of G. The group G/N has a lleighbourhood base 
at the identity consisting of normal subgroups of finite index. Therefore 
the uniform structure defined by this base (the left and right uniform 
structures coincide) is a totally-bounded, non-archimedian Hausdorff 
uniform structure compatible with the group structure. Therefore the 
group G/N can be imbedded as a dense subgroup of a totally-disconnected 
and complete (and therefore compact) group. 
3. Non-arch&median Bohr compactification 
Definition 3.1. A continuous representation 6 of G onto a dense 
subgroup of a compact totally-disconnected group 8 is called a non- 
archimedian compact representation of G and is denoted by (t, S). 
Definition 3.2. A non-archimedian compact representation (Q, 8) 
of G is said to be maximal, if every non-arohimedian compact represen- 
tation (6, S) of G admits a unique decomposition l=l’ o Q, where [’ is 
some continuous representation of % onto S. 
It is easy to see that a non-archimedian maximal compact represen- 
tation is determined upto algebraic and topological isomorphism. 
Theorem 3.3. G admits of a maximal non-archimedian compact 
representation if and only if there exists a finest uniform structure U on G 
with the properties : 
(i) 11 is totally-bounded and non-archimedian; 
(ii) U is compatible with the group structure; 
(iii) Zx defines a topology coarser than the initial topology of G. 
Proof. If the uniform structure U on G has properties (i), (ii), (iii), 
then the Hausdorff completion G of G with respect to this uniform 
structure is a compact totadly disconnected group. This oan be easily 
seen to give rise to a maximal non-archimedian compact representation 
of G. 
Conversely, if G admits a maximal non-archimedian compact repre- 
sentation (Q, 8) then the uniform structure on 6 induces a uniform 
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structure on G, viz. the coarsest uniform structure having the properties 
(i), (ii), (iii). 
In what follows, z denotes the topology on G, 8 the family of all 
closed (in z) normal subgroups of finite index in G, TV (coarser than z) 
the topology on G with 8 as a neighbourhood base at the identity (G is 
a topological group under ZB also), UB the unique uniform structure (the 
left and the right uniform structures coincide) defined by the neighbour- 
hood base $j at the identity e of G. By Corollary 2.2, it follows that 
llg is a totally-bounded non-archimedian compatible uniform structure 
on G. 22~ is, further, the finest uniform structure on G such that (i), 
(ii), (iii) of Theorem 3.3 hold. Thus we have, from Theorem 3.3, 
Theorem 3.4. Every topological group G admits a maximal non- 
archimedian compact representation (Q, 4). 
The compact totally-disconnected group G, is called the non-archimedian 
Bohr compactification of G. 
4. Almost periodic functions 
Theorem 4.1. A continuous function on G is a.p. if and only if it 
is uniformly continuous with respect to 22~. 
Proof. If f E A,(G), then H= H (f, E) is a closed normal subgroup 
of finite index and hence is also open. Further, since the cosets of H form 
an (f, &)-partition, If(x) - f(y) I <E for X-ly E H. This proves that f is Us- 
uniformly continuous. 
Conversely, if f is Us-uniformly continuous then there exists a subgroup 
H E 3 such that xy-1 E H implies If(x) -f(y)] <s. If x and y belong to a 
coset of H and c, d E G, then it is easy to see from the normality of H 
that [f(cxd)-f(cyd)j <E, i.e. the cosets of H form an (f, &)-partition. Hence 
f is a.p. 
Definition 4.2. G is called 
(i) maximally a.p. if for every pair x, y E G, there exists an f E A,(G) 
such that f(x) f f(y). 
(ii) minimally a.p. if the constant functions are the only functions in 
A,(G). 
Proposition 4.3. (i) G is maximally a.p. if and only if the topology 
ZB defined on G is Hausdorfl. 
(ii) G is minimally a.p. if and only if G has no proper closed normal 
subgroups of finite index. 
Proof. (i) Supp ose G is maximally a.p. Then given x#e, there 
exists f E AC(G) such that f(x)#f(e). Let If(x)-f(e)l=d and O<e<d. Then 
it is easy to see that H(f, ) E is a closed normal subgroup of finite index 
not containing x. This clearly means ZB is Hausdorff. 
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Conversely, if x, y E G and x + y, then xy-1 f e. Hence there exists a 
closed normal subgroup H of finite index in Q, not containing xy-1. 
Consequently XH E A,(G). Hence the function f(x) =X~(zy-l), x E G, is 
also in AC(G). It is clear that f(x)+/(y), i.e. G is maximally a.p. 
(ii) If G has no proper closed normal subgroups of finite index, then 
there are no non-constant functions in AC(G). For otherwise, if f is such 
a function, H(f, ) F is a closed normal subgroup of finite index, which 
contradicts our assumption. Conversely, if G has a proper closed normal 
subgroup H of finite index, then Y Vfi is a non-constant function in A,(G). 
Hence G is not minimally a.p. 
Remark. A free group G with the topology z on G, defined by 
prescribing the family of all normal subgroups of finite index as the 
neighbourhood base at the identity, is maximally a.p. For, G is clearly 
a topological group ([5], p. 26). G’ iven an element x#e, in the free group 
G, there exists a normal subgroup of finite index not containing x ([4], 
p. 128). Hence by Proposition 4.3, G is maximally a.p. 
Theorem 4.4. (i) every f E A,(G) is bounded and uniformly con- 
tinuous in the initial left and right uniform structures of G; 
(ii) A,(G) is closed for (pointwise) addition and multiplication, multipli- 
cation by scalars in & and passage to uniform limits ; 
(iii) if further G is compact totally-disconnected, every continuous function 
on G is a.p. ; 
(iv) a continuous function f on G is a.p. if and only if there exists a 
continuous functionf^on the group of maximal non-arcSmedian compact 
representation (Q, 8) such that f(x)=f(~(x)) for all x E G; 
(v) G is maximally a.p. if and only if the representation Q is one-to-one; 
G is minimally a.p. if and only i/ 6 reduces to a single element 
group ; 
(vi) if G, (I? are IB-groups then the integral, in the sense of THOMAS [3], 
for Ji’ serves as the left and right invariant mean for f. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.1, any f E AC(G) is Us-uniformly con- 
tinuous and hence it is uniformly continuous in the left and right uniform 
structures of G (since t is finer than tg). Boundedness follows from the 
compactness of 6. 
(ii) follows again from Theorem 4.1. 
(iii) When G is itself compact totally-disconnected, the topology ZE 
coincides with t ([5], p. 62). Further any continuous function on a compact 
group is uniformly continuous. Hence (iii) follows from Theorem 4.1. 
(iv) If f E AC(G), then f is UB-uniformly continuous and therefore can 
be extended to a continuous function f” on 0. Hence f(x) =!&I(%)) for 
x E G. If f” is a continuous function on G then f^ is a.p. and hence f is 
also a.p. 
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(v) From Proposition 4.3, it follows that G is maximally a.p., if and 
only if ZB is Hausdorff, i.e. if and only if e is one-to-one. Again by the same 
proposition, G is minimally a.p. if and only if it has no proper closed 
normal subgroups of finite index. This is easily seen to be possible if and 
only if G? is a single point. 
(vi) The integral I(f) * m the sense of Thomas of the function f, which 
is an extension off, exists by corollaire of [3], p. 6. (It may be noted that 
the condition in the corollaire is precisely the condition that G is an 
I&group.) By the Uniqueness Theorem [9] M(f) =I(fA) coincides with 
the mean on AC(G). 
Theorem 4.5. The non-archimedian Bohr compactification of a maxi- 
mally a.p. topological group G is the projective limit of finite groups. 
Proof. Let G be maximally a.p., and G,=GlH,, H, E 3. Then G, 
is a finite group. The indices 01 form a directed set with the ordering 
a</3 = H,3 HP. Th e projective limit is defined in terms of the natural 
homomorphism fap between Gp and Q determined by the subgroup 
H,IHb of 9. Since G is maximally a.p., the topology ZB on G is Hausdorff 
(Proposition 4.3). Further the projective limit is the completion of (G, zg) 
([4], p. 132, Theorem 3.5). The theorem is now proved, since the com- 
pletion of the topological group (G, ZE) is the Bohr compactification 
of G. 
5. Compact groups associated with a.p. functions 
We note that ab-1 E H = n H(f, E), f E A(G) if and only if f(xay)= 
E>O 
= f(xby) for every pair x, y E G (of. [ll], p. SO). The function f is constant 
on the cosets of H and H is the maximal subgroup with this property. 
The collection of functions af(x, y) = f(xay) of two variables on G (as 
a varies in G) can be identified with the set G/H. In the space C,(G) 
of functions of two variables on G, define a metric 6 by 
W w)= min { SUP Iv% Y)-wh Y)l, 1). 
X.tlEC 
This is a non-archimedian metric on C,(G) (i.e. a metric in which the 
stronger triangle inequality, viz. d(4, W)G max @(A e), W, Y)> holds). 
This induces a two sided invariant metric on G/H. As a consequence, 
the completion $ of the group G/H is a complete non-arohimedian 
metric group as shown elsewhere ([lo], Theorem 3) uniquely determined 
by f and G. f is a.p. if and only if $ is a compact group (cf. MAAK [7], 
p. 152, Satz 3 or HEWITT and Ross [S], p. 246 (18.1), Theorem). Each 
f E A(G) therefore determines a compact non-archimedian metric group 
&. We define a function f on G/H by f(C) = f(a), where Z is the coset 
containing a. f is uniformly continuous on G/H and hence can be extended 
to a continuous function on Gf. To every continuous function on this 
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group Gf, there corresponds a uniquely defined function in A(G). Let 
ntf denote the smallest closed invariant subalgebra of A(G) containing f 
(cf. [ll], p. 79). Each function g E ntf is also constant on the cosets of H. 
The function on G/H induced by g is uniformly continuous a.nd hence 
can be extended uniquely to a continuous function on Gf. Let r?tf denote 
the collection of all continuous functions on $ associated with ntf. 
Theorem 5.1. Corresponding to each f E A(G), there exists a compact 
totally-disconnected group @f such that the closed subalgebra ;;tf of continuous 
functions on & associated with rrtf coincides with the algebra of all continuous 
functions on Qf. 
Proof. It can be easily seen that n$ is a closed subalgebra, it dis- 
tin.guishes points on Gf (See e.g. VART KA~MPEN [ll], p. 81) and for each 
element in Gf there exists a function in ;;tf not vanishing at the element. 
Hence by the Stone-Weierstiass theorem [6], 6tf is the same as the col- 
lection of all continuous functions on Qf. 
Theorem 5.2. If G is maximally a.p., then the Bohr compactification 
of G coincides with d(G) C a, where 4 is the mapping defined by 4(a)= 
= ( . . . . af ,... ) from G into Q= JJ of. 
f GA,(G) 
Proof. For each E (l>a>O), H(f, ) F is an open and closed subgroup 
of G. For ab-1 E H and X, y E G we have \f(xay) - f(xby)l <E. Hence 
6(af, bf)= min [ sup ]f(xay)-f(xby)(, l]<~. 
z,veG 
Thus for ab-1 E H, 6(af, 6f) (6. This proves that the mapping a + af from 
G into Gf is (uniformly) continuous. Hence the mapping 4 itself is 
continuous. It is clear, since G is maximally a.p., that 4 is an algebraic 
isomorphism into d. Further G = n[ Gf is a compact totally-discon- 
nected group, since each Gf is so. Hence C(G) C G is also compact 
totally disconnected. If (Q, G) is the Bohr compactification of G, then 
since G is maximally a.p. Q is one-to-one (Theorem 4.4 (v)) and hence 
can be identified as a dense subgroup of &. Now 4 is a continuous iso- 
morphism of G C G mto n Gf=G. Hence it can be extended as a 
fL4,(G) 
continuous isomorphism of G onto 4(G). Since G is compact and 
d(c) is Hausdorff, 4 is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
This paper and the preceding one formed a major part of the author’s 
Ph.D. thesis (Madras University). The author is thankful to his Supervisor 
Professor V. K. Balachandran for his encouragement. 
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